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"Activists in Yarmouk: We Cannot Publish News about 

Yarmouk Fearing of ISIS"  

 
 

 

 Three Palestinians Die in Syria, One of them Due to Torture in the Syrian 

prisons  

 Heavy Shelling with Explosive Barrels Target Muzeireeb Compound 

Southern Syria 

 A Wave of Angry Comments after "Abbas Zaki" Statements about his 

Movement to Restore Relations with the Syrian Regime 

 500 University Scholarships for Displaced Palestinian Syrian and Syrian 

Students in Lebanon 

 UNRWA Meets Palestinian Factions at Ein Elhilweh Camp to Discuss the 

Situation of the Palestinians in Syria 
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Victims  

The Palestinian refugee "Ahmed Hassouna," 27 years, resident of Al 

Raml camp in Latakia, died due to torture in the Syrian prisons, after 

being detained for more than two years, bringing the number of 

Palestinian refugees who died under torture in the Syrian jails to 395 

victims, according to the AGPS documented statistics. 

 
Ahmed Hassouna 

Meanwhile, the Palestinian refugee "Baha Abu Shakra" was killed by a 

sniper near Al Rijh Square, bringing the number of victims from the 

Yarmouk refugee camp, since the beginning of events in Syria, to 1097 

victims.  

 
Baha Abu Shakra 
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Moreover, the Palestinian refugee "Majd Mahmoud," from Khan Dannon 

Camp in Damascus suburb, was killed during clashes, while the AGPS 

was not able to document the scene. 

 

Recent Updates 

A number of activists in the Yarmouk camp in Damascus confirmed to the 

AGPS that they were subjected to death threats by members of the so-

called ISIS if they cover the violation of its members in Yarmouk. 

For his part, our correspondent inside the camp confirmed that the media 

work inside the camp became too dangerous, prompting dozens of 

activists to leave. 

He also pointed out that the news of "ISIS" robbery of more than "3000" 

liters of fuel that was allocated to drinking water pumps had angered 

ISIS that has threatened the rest of activists who were suspected of 

transfer news. 

Our correspondent noted that "ISIS" supports two methods in dealing 

with activists; intimidation and enticement by providing aid or money. 

It is worth mentioning that ISIS had stormed the Yarmouk refugee camp 

on April after facilities provided by Al Nusra Front who was inside the 

camp. 

On the other hand, warplanes targeted Muzeireeb compound in Daraa 

province, southern Syria, which home to about 8500 Palestinian refugees, 

with four explosive barrels, which killed at least one victim and a number 
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of wounded, in addition to the massive destruction of buildings and 

properties. 

 
Warplanes targeted Muzeireeb compound 

Statements of "Abbas Zaki," member of the Central Committee of Fatah, 

which he provided yesterday to a Palestinian agency about the 

resumption of relations between his movement and the Syrian regime 

soon, provoked a wave of angry 

comments and reactions among 

the ranks of the Palestinian 

Syrian refugees. 

One commentator says, "They 

have sold the Palestinians in 

Syria and reconciled."  

Another one adds "Now we know that the cause of the frequent visits of 

Fatah delegation to Syria was for relations and real estate not for 

neutralize the camps and the release of detainees." 

"Abbas Zaki" member of the Central 

Committee of Fatah 
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Meanwhile, others have accused Fatah movement "that it sells its sons 

and martyrs in Syria, most of whom were killed by the Syrian regime." 

Others said, "that Fatah leaderships has provided the blood of 

Palestinian Syrians as an offering to the Syrian regime," while others 

denounced the lack of Zaki's knowledge of names of Palestinian refugee 

camps in Syria, mocking that "How could a dealer does not know where 

his goods are; where are Eshbiba and Jabeiya camps that he talked about 

in the interview??. 

Turning to Lebanon, the Lebanese Association for Support Scientific 

Research" announced about providing (500) college scholarships at 

Lebanon universities for the academic year 2015-2016. The Association 

put several conditions to accept students applying for the grant, which 

are:  the student should be Syria or displaced Palestinian Syrian in 

Lebanon, the student should have a baccalaureate equation of the 

Ministry of Higher Education in Lebanon. 

In the same context, Director General of UNRWA in Lebanon, Mr. 

Matthias Schmaly, held a meeting the day before yesterday with a number 

of Palestinians of Syria committees, representatives of the Palestinian 

factions, and civil committees in Ain al-Hilweh refugee camp. The 

meeting aimed to discuss the situation of Palestinian refugees and the 

displaced Palestinians of Syria in Lebanon, and to inform the Palestinian 

factions about the financial shortages of UNRWA and declining services 

and ways of working to overcome the current situation. 

In turn, the Palestinian factions stressed the need that UNRWA should 

assume full responsibilities towards the Palestinian refugees in general, 
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and Palestinians of Syria in particular because they are exposed to a real 

tragedy caused by the reflection of war manifestations related to the 

humanitarian and economic situation. 

The Palestinian factions and civil work committees renewed their refusal 

about the recent decisions taken by UNRWA regarding cut off shelter 

allowance aid for the displaced Palestinians of Syria in Lebanon, and cut 

financial assistance for about 1,200 Palestinian Syrian families. 

 
Director General of UNRWA meeting in Ain al-Hilweh 

Numbers and Statistics till 5/6/2015 

 80,000 Palestinian refugees escaped from Syria, including 10,687 

refugees in Jordan, 51300 refugees in Lebanon, and 6,000 refugees in 

Egypt, according to the UNRWA's statistics till February 2015. 

 At least 27933 Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached Europe 

during the last 4 years. 

 The number of Palestinian detainees who were documented by the 

AGPS has reached 883 detainees, and 394 victims were killed due to 

torture in the Syrian prisons. 
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 The Yarmouk Camp: - Siege, imposed by the Regular Army and 

PFGC, continued for 708 days respectively. In addition, power cuts 

continued for more than 778 days, water was cut for 268 days 

respectively. The number of victims due to the siege has reached to 

176 victims.  

 Al Husayneyya Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents 

of the camp to return back to their houses for 589 days respectively. 

 Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 570 days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - Residents have left the camp for 772 days after the 

Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 415 days without water and 70% of 

its buildings were demolished. 

 Jermana, AL Saieda ZAinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs and 

Hamma: - A relatively quiet   situation in light of the economic crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Sheih road.  


